
Faculty/subject 
Faculty ambition statement: (taken form curriculum area on website) 
‘Empowering understanding through language’ 

We believe that English is vital in the development of every young person. It is our ambition to thoroughly prepare our students to communicate 
effectively, and to comprehend the vast range of information that they are presented with in the wider world. 
 
Adaptations made to the taught curriculum during the school closure. (Copy and paste document already sent to Paddy) 

• Curriculum continued as identified on curriculum maps at the beginning of the year. 
 
 
What will be taught upon return to face-face teaching and how this ensures that all curriculum prescribed aims will be covered ? 
 
We have reviewed each SoL taught during remote teaching and identified areas that will need to be embedded into R&R and HAIl activities on return 
to face to face teaching where curriculum maps will continued to be followed.  

• Y10 –essay writing skills (can be developed through other literature texts, which is due to be covered in ACC) 
• Y10 Comparative essay skills (can be developed through BOLT  unseen and also P2 Q4 style responses, which are due to be covered before 

mocks) 
• R&R of AO1 and AO3 of poems which each individual class needs to cover. Links to AO3 are also evident in other SoL to be covered e.g. ACC and 

‘London’ 
• Y9 – R&R of AO1 and AO3 for ACC and AIC to continue with particular focus on plot, character (AO1) and historical context (AO3) e.g. close 

activities, summaries. When classes are secure AO2 can be included. 
• Y8 – skills based (knowledge / content doesn’t need to be recalled again). Ability to produce WHAT HOW Why paragraphs for texts moving 

forward, which is built into every SoL. In particular, AO2 methods – the ability to identify methods, zoom in on interesting words and explore 
connotations to explain the effects of writer’s language choice. 

• Y7 - skills based (knowledge / content doesn’t need to be recalled again). Ability to produce WHAT HOW Why paragraphs for texts moving 
forward, which is built into every SoL. Inference skills for Reading, which are covered in future SoL.  

• Y7 - writing skills were progressing in school but this has slipped e.g. use of punctuation. This will be addressed in Peter Pan with creative writing 
and Dystopian SoL with persuasive writing. 

 
 
Our commitment to rapidly developing literacy skills when we return to face-to-face teaching 



• By the nature of our subject, this in embedded into our SoL. Within every lesson we have opportunities for students to read with comprehension 
and inference tasks. In addition to students reading, students are also exposed to teachers reading aloud every lesson. 

• Contextual knowledge (AO3 for KS4) will be enhanced with students being set HAIL tasks for research and further reading.  
• AO4 and AO6 marks are awarded for literacy skills and so teaching of literacy continues to the end of Y11. 
• See 12 week reading programme. 

 
What aspects of the new teaching technologies we have used throughout remote teaching will you retain? 

• Staff would like to continue marking online as this has been more efficient and more beneficial to students who have received more detailed and 
personalised feedback. Have we got the capacity for more laptops to enable students to complete learning checkpoints on laptops? 

• Meeting remotely and remote assemblies. The practicality of this and the logistics means it saves time and is more flexible for staff. 
• HAIL will be set on Google Classroom moving forward.  

 
 

Intentions for 2022-2023 

Y9 curriculum – this will be amended to begin with a further Shakespeare text, ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’. We also plan to explore further extracts from 
texts written in the Victorian era, included female writers, to broaden students’ exposure to texts and also support contextual knowledge for Dickens and ‘A 
Christmas Carol’. The Power and Conflict SoL has already been amended to include creative conflict writing, which develops both their K&U of conflict and 
also their language writing skills. 


